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Called to Witness Nov 22 2021 Since the
publication of the groundbreaking volume
Missional Church in 1998, there has been wideranging engagement with the missional church
theme. In this book Darrell Guder builds on that
ongoing discussion by considering basic
theological issues that must be addressed if the
church is to be faithful to its calling to serve
God as Christs witnessing people. Guder argues
that there are major consequences for every
classical theological locus if the fundamental
claims of the missional church discussion are
acknowledged. InCalled to Witness Guder
delves into these consequences, saying that we
need to keep doing missional theology until it is
possible to leave off the missional scaffolding
because, after all,mission defines the very
essence and calling of the church.
Rediscovering Jesus in Our Places Sep 28
2019 The question of contextual theology and
its relevance to Africa in this time of
globalization, whereby there are rampant
uncontrolled changes in cultures, technologies,
economic policies, and even people’s religious
lives, is very urgent. How is contextual theology
relevant in the ever-changing contexts of the
church in Africa? Indeed, there are a number of
challenges which contextual theology faces
within the church in Africa, which need to be
addressed contextually. Some such challenges
include poverty, rampant violence,
homosexuality, alcoholism, the resurgence of
prosperity gospel materialistic prophets and
incurable illnesses like Ebola, HIV and AIDS,
and the current coronavirus (COVID-19).
However, which context in Africa? Context in
Africa, as in other parts of the world, is always
in flux; it is complex and fluid. There is no
permanent context. The experience of Jesus in
such a changing context needs to be
rediscovered depending on what transpires in
each particular place at a particular time. This
book addresses some of the overarching
challenges that face contextual theology and
how such challenges should be addressed by
the church in Africa in contemporary everchanging context for it to be relevant in Africa.
It also highlights the need to move from

liberation and inculturation theologies to
reconstruction theology in dealing with the
challenges of the current church. Hence, the
book is important to students and scholars
engaging in practical, systematic, biblical, and
contextual theologies in all their branches.
Mission Namibia. Challenges and
Opportunities for the Church in the 21st
Century Oct 29 2019 Document from the year
2012 in the subject Theology - Practical
Theology, , language: English, abstract: This
book contains essays by NETS faculty members
who bring with them a rich ministry experience
in churches and para-church organisations in
Namibia and other countries. Each essay is a
sustained reflection on a particular aspect of
Christian mission and ministry in Namibia and
beyond. Thorsten Prill looks at both the
challenges and opportunities for the Church in
Namibia. He argues that para-church
organisations with their focus on evangelism,
church-planting and theological training have a
significant role to play. In a second essay he
identifies key issues in mission today and
challenges churches, mission organisations and
mission partners to be caught up in a
missionary movement with God. Basilius Kasera
demonstrates that the use of traditional African
names for God as representatives of the God of
the Bible is problematic as it leads to a
distorted understanding of the biblical
revelation. Such an approach fails to
distinguish clearly between the revelation of
Yahweh and the idols Africans have always
worshipped. In a further article Basilius Kasera
discusses the dangers of prosperity gospel
teaching for the Namibian Church. Simon
Gillham argues that the models and
assumptions behind theological education in
Africa have been largely imported from the
west. Using the biblical metaphor of a tree
representing spiritual maturity, he explores
what roots, what fruits and what species of
theological education might be most
appropriate for the African context. Victor
Kuligin examines the general state of the
Namibian Church in light of the well-known
statement that ‘faith without deeds is dead’. He
argues that there is a discrepancy between the
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claim of being a Christian country and the
lifestyle and conduct of many Namibian church
members. He finds an answer for this
disconnect in the second chapter of the New
Testament letter of James. Achim Rieger
believes that local church leadership should be,
first and foremost, trained in the local church –
given the socio-economic conditions in
Namibia. He shows that the training strategy
used by the apostle Paul can be a viable option
for the Namibian Church. Spencer Tjijenda
examines the spiritual condition of the HereroBanderu people before and during the
missionary period. He argues that the
evaluation of pioneer missionary Carl Hugo
Hahn was not only true but was also motivated
by deep concern and love for this Namibian
people group – an attitude that is still relevant
for God’s mission in Namibia today.
What on Earth is the Church? Feb 23 2022
What is the church? In a day when people
increasingly view the church as a relic of the
past, this may be the most important question
Christians can ask themselves. The logical
starting point is Scripture. In this thorough and
engaging study of the church in the New
Testament, Kevin Giles concludes that the
church is first and foremost a Christian
community. No other category offers greater
breadth and depth of insight into its nature. No
other category offers such a challenge to
Western individualism, nor such promise for the
revitalization of the church in the postmodern
world. 'What on Earth Is the Church?' is an
exploration in New Testament theology, a
careful study of the ecclesial community from
Jesus to Paul and on through to Revelation.
Each category of New Testament writings is
carefully assessed, with attention given to the
early, middle, and late Pauline letters, and to
the theology of each Gospel. Giles finds in the
New Testament a community in transition -never perfect, always provisional, and forever
living in the tension between its present
imperfection and its eschatological ideal. The
New Testament does not promise an original
community to be recaptured but a variety of
perspectives on being the community of God in
changing social environments.
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Dogmatic Ecclesiology : Volume 1 Apr 15
2021 Ecclesiology is a key issue for the present
age of church history. This groundbreaking
work by one of today's leading theologians
offers a major Protestant ecclesiology for the
church catholic. This volume, the first of three,
considers the priesthood of the church in light
of the priesthood of Christ. Tom Greggs shows
the connection between Christ's work as high
priest and the universal church's role in
salvation. All together, the three volumes will
offer a major statement on the doctrine of the
church for Christians from a variety of
backgrounds.
The Genius of Luther's Theology Dec 24
2021 Leading Luther scholars offer students
and other non-specialists an accessible way to
engage the big ideas of Luther's thinking.
The Reformed Pastor Mar 03 2020 During
the relatively short history of American
Protestantism countless pastors, theologians,
and pastor-theologians have addressed a
variety of pragmatic issues facing Christian
congregations. No one has done so with greater
theological precision and passion than the
Reformed theologian John Williamson Nevin
(1803Ð1886). Nevin made his mark in
American Protestantism with the publication of
'The Anxious Bench' and 'The Mystical
Presence'. In this volume, Sam Hamstra brings
to light Nevin's previously unpublished
ÒLectures on Pastoral Theology,Ó a work that
provides students with a more comprehensive
portrait of one of the nineteenth century's
leading Reformed theologians in America.
Hamstra's introduction provides an important
companion to Nevin's ÒLectures,Ó one that
includes application for twenty-first-century
pastors, as well as a surprise for those familiar
with Nevin's critique of New Measures.
Contemporary Issues In Mission: What
Christians Need To Know Jun 25 2019
Document from the year 2015 in the subject
Theology - Miscellaneous, , language: English,
abstract: There are an increasing number of
missionaries and church leaders in Africa and
Europe whose views of the gospel and the
principle of submission are not very clear.
Some views of the gospel are obviously shaped
by postmodernism, feminism or liberation
theology; and while some church and mission
leaders understand submission in authoritarian
terms others favour a laissez-faire approach.
These different views and attitudes, however,
raise some important questions: How can
missionaries work together in a team or
cooperate with indigenous churches if they do
not agree on the nature of the gospel? What
motivates missionaries for ministry if it is not
the Good News as we can find it in the Bible?
How can missionaries serve on the mission field
if they hold to or are confronted with an
unbiblical view of submission? The first part of
this book examines several false versions of the
gospel which Christians encounter on the
mission field in Africa and elsewhere today.
Furthermore, it looks at the difference the
biblical gospel makes in our lives and calls us
back to the cross of Christ as our only hope.
The second part of this book examines the
complex issues of submission, authority and
accountability in the various relationships that
exist whenever a missionary goes out to serve
God and His Church. Some of the most vivid
contemporary problems are addressed from a

biblical perspective. It is my hope that
everyone, from sending church, mission
organisation, receiving church and missionaries
themselves will find this book an important
read to clarify the issues and be better
prepared to serve in cross-cultural mission.
Christian Theology for a Secular Society Jul 07
2020 It's hard to be the only one. That single
sentence from a teenage congregant sums up
the conviction that motivated Christian
Theology for a Secular Society. In these dying
days of Christendom, the reality that most
Western Christians face is living out their faith
as a minority in the midst of a culture that is at
every level--personal, institutional, and societal-secular in nature. While most living in Western
societies still affirm belief in God and often
other vaguely recognizable Christian beliefs,
these affirmations frequently have little to do
with how daily life is lived. The idea that the
God best known to us in Jesus Christ is actually
in charge of life is foreign. For most,
Christianity simply does not form an
overarching system of meaning that shapes life.
Instead, life is lived largely without reference to
God. And to live any other way is often hard. In
this volume, Mark McKim sets out to do
theology in this context. How does one explain
the core historic Christian doctrines in a way
that makes sense in a secular culture--and in a
way that will gain a hearing? What does it mean
to be the church in this new situation?
Throughout, McKim asks the question, so what?
as he relates Christian teachings to a secular
society and to what is actually happening in the
local church. McKim's goal is to enable the
singing of the Lord's song in the new and
strange land of a secular society.
A Theology of Artistic Sensibilities Jan 13 2021
For most of history, argues John Dillenberger,
the visual arts were, for better or worse, part of
the very fabric of the life and thought of the
church. But with the Reformation and the
Counter-Reformation a major change took
place. Protestant rejection of the visual was
matched in Roman Catholicism by the reduction
of its formative power. While the visual arts
dropped out of the lives of Protestant churches,
they became a memory rather than a source of
ennoblement or power in the Roman Catholic
Church. Thus, in different but allied ways,
Protestants and Catholics lost the power of the
visual. Part art history, part historical theology,
and part theological reflection, this book is both
an argument and a program for the recovery of
the visual arts in the life of the church, for
reclaiming seeing as part of religious
perception. It offers a theological
understanding of the visual and provides a
basis upon which the visual arts may again be
incorporated into Protestantism and
reinvigorated in Roman Catholicism. The first
part is devoted to historical reconstruction,
exploring those moments in Western history in
which the relation between religion and the
arts was in ferment. Part 2 is given to
contemporary delineation and analysis: of
spiritual perceptions in modern American
painting and sculpture, of modern church art
and architecture, and of the changing views of
contemporary theologians toward the visual
arts. Citing David Tracy, Karl Rahner, Langdon
Gilkey, and others as examples, Dillenberger
argues that contemporary theology is moving
away from the modern rationalistic
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understanding of theological analogy to one far
closer to the arts. Part 3 is constructive,
developing a theological perspective that
demands and includes the visual arts, and
suggesting ways in which this can be
accomplished in pastoral and theological
education. The world of art, says Professor
Dillenberger, is more aware of the role of
religion in the arts than the world of religion is
of art. Thus it is time for the church to resume
its historic association with the visual arts,
albeit in analogous rather than repristinating
ways.
A Church with Open Doors Dec 12 2020
Catholic ecclesiology stands at the threshold of
a new moment in the reception of the Second
Vatican Council. The election of Pope
Francis—coinciding with the fiftieth
anniversary of the council—has inspired a fresh
consideration of its teaching in such diverse
areas as ecumenism, inculturation, missiology,
and ministry. The chapters in this volume have
their origin in a special symposium that called
together over forty of the leading Catholic
scholars from throughout North America in
order to discuss the future of theological
reflection on the church. The nine essays in this
volume guided that conversation and offer an
entry into some of the most pressing issues in
ecclesiology today.
The Becoming of the Church Mar 15 2021
Offers a new focus for understanding the
Church and its structures.
A Prince of the Church Jul 19 2021
Church Dogmatics Study Edition 1 Jun 05
2020 The most important theological work of
the 20th century in a new edition - now
available in individual volumes.
Pastoral Theology Oct 22 2021 A taut analysis
of black liberation theology, connecting
scholarship to practical congregational
ministry. The chapters of this book focus on
liberation and evangelism, the urban
community, and black theology as well as
church administration, worship, education, and
self-esteem.
On Being the Church Nov 10 2020 This book reexamines Baptist theology and practice in the
light of contemporary biblical, theological,
ecumenical, and missiological perspectives. It is
not a study in denominationalism, but rather
attempts to revision historical insights from the
believers' church tradition, seeking to reappropriate forgotten emphasis, bringing them
together in a revised ecclesiology.
Baptism in the Early Church May 29 2022
This magisterial volume is a comprehensive
survey of the doctrine and practice of baptism
in the first five centuries of Christian history,
arranged geographically within chronological
periods. Baptism in the Early Church covers the
antecedents to Christian baptism and traces the
history of Christian doctrine and practice from
the New Testament through the writings of the
church fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries.
The book deals primarily with the literary
sources, though it also gives attention to
depictions of baptism (primarily of Jesus) in
various art forms and to the surviving baptismal
fonts. Ferguson’s thorough study points to the
central importance of baptism in the early
church. Many blessings were attributed to
baptism, but the two earliest and most
consistently mentioned are forgiveness of sins
and the reception of the Holy Spirit; faith and
Read Book paleoitalia.org on December 4, 2022 Pdf For Free

repentance were necessary in order to receive
these benefits. Jewish immersion rites, the
practice of John the Baptist, the meaning of the
words used for baptism, the literary
descriptions, and the material remains argue
that full immersion was the normal practice,
and the evidence from art is consistent with
this interpretation. Containing nearly
everything currently known about the early
Christian ritual of baptism, with extensive
citations to the primary and secondary
literature, Ferguson’s Baptism in the Early
Church is destined to be a standard reference
work.
Elements of Divinity Sep 08 2020
Mending the World? Jun 29 2022 Religion has
played a major role in history, affecting the
course of events and influencing individuals.
Today one frequently hears the expression "the
return of religion" but opinions differ as to how
this "return" is to be understood. It is clear that
modernity and postmodernity have not meant
that religion is dead or relegated to society's
backyards. Religion is still of vital importance
for many people. It has, to some extent,
changed shape but has not lost its legitimacy
and attractiveness to broad groups. Religion is
public, visible, and has a sought-for voice; but it
is also wrestling with extremism, ignorance,
and preconceptions. Just like ideologies,
religions are capable of activating diametrically
opposite traits in humans. It is this dual tension
that is implicit in the question mark in this
book's title: Mending the World? This book's
aim is to help explore whether, how, and in
what ways religion, church, and theology can
contribute constructively to the future of a
global society. In thirty-one chapters,
researchers from around the world address the
relation between religion and society.
The Gospel and Its Meaning Jun 17 2021 The
Gospel speaks to a broad range of concerns-concerns that differ from person to person,
group to group, culture to culture. Yet the
practice of the twentieth-century church has
been to concentrate on one part of the Gospel-repentance and justification--as if it were the
whole, and to proclaim that part uniformly,
often without meaningful context that would
demonstrate the relevance of Christ to the
hearer. The Gospel and Its Meaning breaks
fresh ground for evangelism. It equips the
students of evangelism with theological
foundations for reaching diverse groups, from
Hindi pantheists to radical environmentalists,
without compromising the Gospel's integrity.
The Gospel and Its Meaning - Identifies the
basic elements of the Gospel - Shows the
relationship of these elements to specific
doctrines of theology - Identifies theologians
and systems that have focused on particular
doctrines - Shows which elements of the Gospel
deal most clearly with various issues of
evangelism - Suggests avenues of ministry that
can address each evangelistic issue. By
showing how different parts of the Gospel
address the concerns of people within and
without the Judeo-Christian worldview, The
Gospel and Its Meaning helps those in any kind
of evangelistic ministry to develop a means for
connecting the Gospel directly to the world of
the hearer while distinguishing it clearly from
philosophies of relativism and pluralism.
To Share in the Body Oct 10 2020 To sharpen
Christian witness today, Craig Hovey presents

stimulating theological reflection on martyrdom
through the lens of Mark.
Truth Aflame Jul 31 2022 Larry Hart writes a
Pentecostal/charismatic systematic theology in
an easily accessible style, engaging the reader
throughout the text in a personal and pastoral
manner.
The Transformative Church May 17 2021
Throughout the course of his theological
career, Jürgen Moltmann has been interested in
the ecclesial and societal consequences of
systematic theology and what each doctrine
means for our life in this world. The
Transformative Church explores these concerns
in Moltmann’s major texts and highlighting
themes relevant for a transformative
ecclesiology. Patrick Oden constructs a
substantive transformative ecclesiology
embedded in this world: we are to become in
the church who we are to be in this world,
whole in Christ so as to be a messianic people
in any context.
The Necessity of Systematic Theology Apr 03
2020 The value of systematic, disciplined
reflection on biblical truth is the theme of this
brief but convincing anthology. Writing from a
variety of perspectives, the contributors
present an excellent case for the necessity of
systematic theology.The editor has drawn from
a vast reservoir of literature on the subject.
Included are excerpts from the works of such
eminent writers of the past as C. S. Lewis
(letter 1 of Screwtape Letters), Dorothy Sayers
("Creed or Chaos?"), Jonathan Edwards ("The
Importance of Christian Knowledge"), B. B.
Warfield ("The Idea of Systematic Theology"),
Emil Brunner ("The Necessity for Dogmatics"),
and Francis Pieper ("Nature and Character of
Theology").Other chapters are by: R. C. Sproul
("Right Now Counts Forever"), John H.
Gerstner ("Everyman Must Be a Theologian"),
Kenneth F. W. Prior ("The Minister As
Teacher"), R. L. Saucy ("Doing Theology for the
Church"), and John Jefferson Davis
("Contextualization and the Nature of
Theology").
Church for Every Context Oct 02 2022 Fresh
Expressions of Church are one of the most
important developments within the
contemporary church. There has been--and
continues to be--much learning about how to
plant Fresh Expressions of church in
contemporary culture and about theological
resources to support this. Church in Context is
the first textbook that reflects this learning.
Church in Context addresses the theology and
methodology of Fresh Expressions/church
planting. Topics will include ecclesiology Fresh
Expressions in the New Testament, social
forces behind Fresh Expressions today,
theologies to underpin fresh expressions, how
fresh expressions develop, the missional
dynamics involved, discipleship, worship and
how Fresh Expressions can be sustained and
supported.
Transforming Vocation Mar 27 2022 There has
been an explosion of publishing in the faithwork movement in the last twenty years. Work
is increasingly seen as the new frontier for
Christian mission. However, the church and
theological colleges have failed to keep up with
the interest among, and needs of, workplace
Christians. This book is the urgent corrective
that is needed, moving past Theology of Work
101 to much deeper encounters with God's
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word as it relates to daily work. These twelve
academic papers look at work through three
different lenses: the workplace, the church, and
theological education. It is prefaced by Mark
Greene from the London Institute for
Contemporary Christianity, reflecting on what
work, church, and theological education would
look like if there was no sacred-secular divide.
In the concluding remarks, the editors imagine
a future where each domain is transformed by
the gospel, working dynamically together for
the life of the world. While academic in terms of
depth of thinking, quality of research, and
referencing of crucial sources for further
exploration, this book is never dry. Rather, it's
life-giving and provocative for every vocation,
asking fundamental questions of the reader:
What is the work that God is calling you to do?
How can the gospel transform your work? And
how well-positioned are churches and colleges
to be at the forefront of transforming vocation?
With contributions from: Mark Greene James
Pietsch Peter White Peter Docherty Gordon
Preece Keith Mitchell David Fagg Ian Hussey
Colin Noble Andrew Matthews Sarah Bacaller
Samuel Curkpatrick Maggie Kappelhoff
The Theology of The United Church of
Canada Sep 01 2022 The United Church of
Canada has a rich and complex history of
theological development. This volume, written
for the general reader as well as students and
scholars, provides a comprehensive overview of
that development, together with an analysis of
this unique denomination’s core statements of
faith and its contemporary theological
landscape. When the Methodist,
Congregational, and Local Union Churches in
Canada, as well as most of the Presbyterians,
came together as The United Church of
Canada, the theological commonalities between
them were significant. Over the succeeding
decades, this made-in-Canada denomination
has continued to define its convictions through
consensus-building and large-scale studies. This
volume, written by leading scholars, outlines
key faith perspectives in areas such as creation,
the Trinity, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the
Bible, sin, mission, and sacraments. No book
like this has appeared in over seventy years,
and readers will find insight here that is
unparalleled in its scope. In creative tension
with each individual member’s freedom of
conscience, the United Church as a whole has
continued to express its commonly held faith in
dialogue, continuity, and critical interaction
with the faith of the worldwide, historic
Christian community.
The Whole Truth About God Jan 31 2020
Only right theology can lead to right worship
and right obedience. Every church should strive
to believe and confess and live in light of a truly
biblical theology and sound doctrine. This study
looks at why biblical theology is important, and
then shows participants how biblical theology
can fuel their love, holiness, worship, witness,
and unity. A series of ten 6–7 week studies
covering the nine distinctives of a healthy
church as originally laid out in Nine Marks of a
Healthy Church by Mark Dever. This series
explores the biblical foundations of key aspects
of the church, helping Christians to live out
those realities as members of a local body.
Conveniently packaged and accessibly written,
the format of this series is guided, inductive
discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for
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use in Sunday school, church-wide studies, or
small group contexts.
Towards a Theology of Church Growth Jul
27 2019 Concern about church growth and
decline is widespread and contentious, yet
theological reflection on church growth is
scarce. Reflecting on the Bible, dogmatic
theology and church history, this book situates
the numerical growth of the church within
wider Christian theology. Leading international
scholars, including Alister McGrath, Benedicta
Ward and C. Kavin Rowe, contribute a
spectrum of voices from evangelical,
charismatic, liberal and anglo-catholic
perspectives. All contributors unite around the
importance of seeking church growth, provided
this is situated within a nuanced theological
framework. This book offers a critique of
’decline theology’, which has been influential
amongst theologians and churches, and which
assumes church growth is impossible and/or
unnecessary. The contributors provide rich
resources from scripture, doctrine and
tradition, to underpin action to promote church
growth and to stimulate further theological
reflection on the subject. The Archbishop of
Canterbury provides the Foreword.
Justice Church Aug 20 2021 Frederick Herzog's
focus on the praxis context of the church is
right on target. He makes a much needed
contribution to the critical development of
liberation theologies in the North American
situation."" --Letty M. Russell Yale University
Divinity School I am particularly grateful for
the clear articulation in the book of a number of
concerns emerging in Third World theology,
such as the recognition of poverty as a political
and not a natural phenomenon, the shift from
elite-universals to peoples' universals, the
emphasis on Christopraxis as the key to
orthodoxy, the interpretation of theology as
praxis seeking understanding, and the
emphasis on the sacraments of Baptism and the
Lord's Supper as affirming that the bifurcation
of history into a bodily history and spiritual
history has been overcome. I hope that the
book will be widely read in all continents and
stimulate dialogue for promoting praxis-rooted
theology."" --J. Russell Chandran, United
Theological College, Bangalore, India Herzog
refuses to do an easy or obvious theology, but
insists on raising difficult questions which
require theology to be done with some anguish.
He has seen more clearly than most that we are
in a crisis of categories, which must be
reshaped in shattering ways, not only to do a
new theology, but to re-understand the nature
of theology. Members of the United Church of

Christ, his own church body, will especially
benefit from Herzog's proposals as this
militantly 'liberal' church is urged in critical
and self-critical directions."" --Walter
Brueggemann, Professor Emeritus, Columbia
Theological Seminary No one has been more
passionately involved than Frederick Herzog in
responding to the challenges to mainstream
North American Christianity from Latin
American and black liberation theologians.
Addressing liberal Protestant theology and
denominational structures in 'Justice Church, '
Herzog unfolds a new theological method and a
new understanding of the church. This is an
important book for all who believe that
Christian faith involves response to injustice."" -Lee Cormie, University of St. Michael's
College, University of Toronto Frederick
Herzog was Professor at the Duke University
Divinity School. He served on numerous
commissions of the World Council of Churches
and the United Church of Christ. In the spring
of 1970 he wrote the first North American
article on liberation theology, and in 1972 his
'Liberation Theology' was published, a study of
the Fourth Gospel described by Robert McAfee
Brown as a pioneer North American work."" In
'Justice Church' Herzog continues his
pioneering work with a North American
methodology of liberation theology.
The Real Church Aug 08 2020 What does it
mean to believe in the church? What is the
relationship between the church we believe in
and the church we experience? Is there an
invisible church that is different from the
visible? This book is an argument for an
ecclesiology of the visible. The only church, the
real church, is a concrete reality made up of
people, just like any other fellowship. What
distinguishes it as church is the presence of the
triune God among those who gather in the
name of Jesus, making it a sign and anticipation
of the fellowship of the kingdom of God. From
this premise Dr. Hegstad analyzes such issues
as the relationship between church and world,
mission and diakonia, church as fellowship and
organization, ministries in the church, worship,
and the unity of the church, as well as
discussing the relationship between a
sociological and a theological understanding of
the church.
Exploring Ordinary Theology Apr 27 2022
'Ordinary theology' characterizes the reflective
God-talk of the great majority of churchgoers,
and others who remain largely untouched by
the assumptions, concepts and arguments that
academic theology takes for granted. Jeff Astley
coined the phrase in his innovative study,
Ordinary Theology: Looking, Listening and
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Learning in Theology, arguing that 'speaking
statistically ordinary theology is the theology of
God's Church'. A number of scholars have
responded to this and related
conceptualizations, exploring their theological
implications. Other researchers have adopted
the perspective in examining a range of Church
practices and contexts of Christian discipleship,
using the tools of empirical study. Ordinary
theology research has proved to be key in
uncovering people's everyday lay theology or
ordinary dogmatics. Exploring Ordinary
Theology presents fresh contributions from a
wide range of authors, who address the
theological, empirical and practical dimensions
of this central feature of ordinary Christian
existence and the life of the Church.
Learning Theology with the Church Fathers
Nov 03 2022 Christopher A. Hall offers you the
opportunity to study theology and church
history under the preaching and instruction of
the early church fathers.
Reconciling Faith and Reason Jan 01 2020
..".what Rausch offers his readers is hope for
the future of the Catholic Church."
Letters on the Theology of the New Church,
Signified by the New Jerusalem (Rev. XXI.,
XXII.) Nov 30 2019
Challenges To Religion, Church And
Theology Aug 27 2019
General History of the Christian Religion
and Church May 05 2020
Constructive Christian Theology in the
Worldwide Church Sep 20 2021
What Is and What Ought to Be Jan 25 2022
Michael Lawler sets out a new approach for
theology which must, he says, be historical,
empirical, and in interdisciplinary collaboration
with the social sciences. He explores the
relationship between practical theology (which
is concerned with the church as it is and as it
ought to be) and sociology, using as example
two Catholic moral doctrines: artificial
contraception and divorce and remarriage
without prior annulment. In addition to being a
useful primer on the relationship between
theology and sociology (both theoretical and
empirical), the book provides a wonderfully
clear description of the sea-changes that have
occurred in Roman Catholic theology worldwide
over the past 70 or so years.
A History of Japanese Theology Feb 11 2021
This is the first book on the history of Japanese
theology written by Japanese theologians. The
authors clarify the tumultuous history of
Japanese Christianity and describe the context,
methodology, and goals shaping Japanese
theology today.
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